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1. One-Person Au tions

Suppose Daphne is bidding for a rst edition of the Theory of Games and E onomi
Behavior. She is the only bidder, but the owner has set a se ret reservation pri e
below whi h the book will not be sold. Daphne does not know
un ertainty as a subje tive Bayesian distribution

v∗ ,

v∗

and expresses her

F (v).
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Daphne's utility fun tion is linear in money and her personal valuation of the book is
d0 . If money is innitely divisible, her hoi e set is D = IR+ . so her expe ted utility
from a bid of

d

is

(d0 − d)IP[d > V ∗ ].

Thus Daphne should maximize her expe ted

utility by bidding

d∗ = argmaxd∈IR+ (d0 − d)F (d).

This is a standard approa h in Bayesian au tion theory ( f. Raia, 2002).

2. Two-Person Au tions

Consider a two-person rst-pri e independent private-value sealed-bid au tion among
risk-neutral opponents (hereafter, au tion).
Spe i ally, suppose Daphne and Apollo are bidding for a rst edition of the Theory
of Games and E onomi

Behavior.
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Aleatory un ertainty arises in this situation if the value of the book is a random
variable. Perhaps it is damaged, or has marginalia by John Nash. So the prot or
loss,

onditional on the bids, is a random variable.

Epistemi

un ertainty arises be ause neither opponent knows the value (or expe ted

value) of the book to the other.

Con ept un ertainty arises be ause Daphne does not know how Apollo will determine
his bid. Will he be non-strategi ? Will he seek a Bayes Nash equilibrium? Will he use
level-k thinking?

To begin, we assume there is no aleatory un ertaintyboth bidders know their
personal value. We analyze the game from the perspe tive of Daphne, whose
value for the book is

ertain

x0 .

She may think that Apollo is non-strategi , and that he bids some random fra tion
of his true value

V.

As a Bayesian, Daphne has a subje tive distribution

and a subje tive distribution

f2

over

P.

In that

f1

over

P

V

ase her belief about the distribution

of Apollo's bid is
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G(y) = IP[P V ≤ y] =

Z

∞
0

Z

y/v

f2 (p)f1 (v) dpdv.
0

Then Daphne's optimal bid is

x∗ = argmaxx∈IR+ (x0 − x)G(x)
sin e this maximizes her expe ted utility. If she wins, her prot is
subje tive probability of winning is

G(x).

(x0 − x),

and her

But Daphne may think Apollo is strategi . Perhaps he seeks a Bayes Nash

equilibrium (BNE) solution.

The BNE formulation makes a strong
and Daphne have distributions

HD

ommon knowledge assumption: both Apollo

and

HA

for ea h other's valuation, and ea h

knows both distributions and knows that the other knows them.

This leads to solving a system of rst-order ODEs. For an asymmetri
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HA 6= HD ,

no solution algorithm exists, although it is known that if

au tion, when

HA

and

HD

are

dierentiable then a unique solution exists and is also dierentiable (LeBrun, 1999).

Previous attempts at solutions are based on the ba kshooting algorithm. But
Fibi h and Gavish (2011) have re ently shown that all su h algorithms are inherently
unstable. Kirkegaard (2009) established results on

rossing

onditions in the solutions,

and Hubbard et al. (2012) used these to provide a visual test, but their work fails
in examples. Tim Au (2014) has an algorithm that su
dis retized bids and points of indieren e.

eeds, based on the limit of

From an ARA perspe tive, the

ommon knowledge assumption

an be repla ed by

something more reasonable. Daphne has a subje tive opinion about the distribution

HD that she thinks Apollo has for her value, and she has a subje tive opinion about
HA , the distribution she believes he thinks is her distribution for his value. The HA
and HD represent her epistemi un ertainty.
In that framework, Apollo solves the BNE equations:

argmax

+

(D∗ − d)G(d) ∼ F

+

(A∗ − a)F (a) ∼ G.
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d∈IR

argmax

a∈IR

where

D ∼ HD

and

the BNE solution

A ∼ HA .

The equilibrium solution gives

G,

on ept, of the distribution for Apollo's bid.

Now Daphne should step outside the BNE framework and solve

x∗ = argmaxx∈IR+ (x0 − x)G(x)
where

x0

is her true value. This is a mirroring argument.

her best guess, under

Note: A ni e feature of the ARA mirror equilibrium formulation is that it allows
a new

lass of problems in

then Daphne

n-person

games. If Bob is also bidding for the book,

an have opinions about what Apollo thinks about Bob and what

Apollo thinks Daphne thinks about Bob that are not expressible in the BNE
ommon-knowledge framework.
As long as all of Daphne's opinions are

oherent, then there is a solution that gives

her best guess about the bidding distributions of ea h opponent, allowing her to nd
the solution that maximizes her expe ted utility.
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Note: In terms of

on ept un ertainty, we rst took Apollo to be non-strategi , and

then assumed he used the BNE

p1

on ept. In pra ti e, Daphne might have probability

that he is non-strategi , probability

p2

that he uses BNE, probability

p3

a level-1 reasoner, and so forth. (There are many more possible solution

that he is

on epts.)

She would then solve her de ision theory problem under ea h s enario, and form the
mixture distribution

G(x)

with ea h solution

omponent weighted by the

solve

x∗ = argmaxx∈IR+ (x0 − x)G(x)

pi

and then

A fourth solution

on ept is level-k thinking. If Daphne is a level-0 thinker, she bids

non-strategi ally. If she is a level-1 thinker, she believes Apollo is a level-0 thinker,
and makes her best response given her subje tive assessment of the probabilities. If
she is a level-2 thinker, she believes Apollo is a level-1 thinker, and so forth.

The I think that you think that I think ... reasoning be omes intri ate. (Re all
Vizzini's analysis of the io aine powder in The Prin ess Bride). An example will be
more

lear: Suppose Daphne is a level-2 thinker. She believes Apollo is a level-1
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thinker who thus believes that she is non-strategi .

Spe i ally, assume her subje tive belief is that Apollo thinks her value for the book

F1 (v) supported on [$100, $200℄ and that she bids bids a
9
value F2 (p) = p , 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Then
Z ∞
Z ∞
1
g(y) =
f1 (v)f2 (y/v) dv =
g1 (v)9(y/v)8 v −1 dv ∝ y 8
v
0
0

has distribution
of her

so

G(y) = (y/200)9 .

proportion

Apollo's best response is to bid

x∗

su h that

x∗ = argmaxx∈IR+ (X0 − x)G(x)
where

X0

is his true value (a random variable to Daphne). He should take the

derivative, set it to 0, and solve:

 x 9
x8
d
[(X0 − x)G(x)] = 9
(X0 − x) −
.
0=
dx
2009
200
So Apollo's bid should be 90% of his true value

X0 .
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Daphne does not know Apollo's true value, but suppose she thinks it has the
triangular distribution on [$140, $200℄ with peak at $170. Sin e Apollo should bid
90% of his true value, Daphne believes that his bid will be a random variable with
triangular distribution

Finally, for

y0

F (x)

that is supported on [$126, $180℄ with peak at $153.

her (known) true value for the book, Daphne solves

y ∗ = argmaxy∈IR+ (y0 − y)F (y).

3. More Than Two Bidders

An important advantage of ARA is that it enables a more nuan ed treatment of
many-player games. Spe i ally, the ARA formulation allows one to frame fresh
problems in au tion theory when there are more than two bidders, by permitting
asymmetri

models for how ea h opponent views the others.
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If Bonnie is a level-1 thinker, then she assumes that Alvin and Clyde are non-strategi ,
and there is no novelty in the analysis. She has distributions over the non-strategi
bids of ea h, and

hooses her bid a

has a subje tive distribution
over Clyde's bid

C,

and she

FA

ording to the maximum of those. Spe i ally, she

over Alvin's bid

A

and a subje tive distribution

al ulates the distribution

F

makes the bid

b∗ = argmaxb∈IR+ (b0 − b)F (b),
where

b0

is her true value for the book.

of

max{A, C}.

FC

Then she

Now suppose Bonnie is a level-2 thinker. She thinks that Alvin has a belief about
the distribution of her bid and also Clyde's bid; similarly, she thinks Clyde has a
distribution for her bid and for Alvin's. Let
thinks is the distribution for player
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player

I

J 's

bid,

thinks is the distribution for player

FIJ (x) be what Bonnie thinks player I
and GIJ (x) be her belief about what
J 's value.

Sin e her level-2 analysis assumes both Alvin and Clyde are level-1 thinkers who
believe their opponents are level-0 thinkers, then knowing

GIJ .

FIJ

dire tly determines

The level-2 ARA formulation means that Bonnie thinks Alvin will make the bid

a∗ = max{a∗B , a∗C }

where

a0

for

a∗B

=

argmaxa∈IR+ (a0

− a)IP[B ∗ < a]

a∗C

=

argmaxa∈IR+ (a0

− a)IP[C ∗ < a],
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B ∗ is a random variable whose distribution is Alvin's
∗
and C is a random variable whose distribution is Alvin's

is Alvin's true value,

opinion about Bonnie's bid,
opinion about Clyde's bid.

Bonnie does not know

a0 ,

and she does not know Alvin's distributions for the bids,

a0 as a
B ∗ and C ∗ have

but as a Bayesian, she has a subje tive opinion about these. She regards
random variable with distribution
distributions

FAB

and

FAC ,

GBA ,

respe tively.

and her best guess is that

In order to nd

FAB ,

Bonnie uses the fa t that Alvin thinks she is a level-0 thinker.

He views her as non-strategi , and thus thinks her bid follows some probability
distribution, perhaps an unknown proportion of her unknown true value, where both
the unknown proportion and the unknown true value

an be modeled as random

variables.
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Thus, Bonnie's opinion about the distribution of Alvin's bid is found by solving

A∗B

=

argmaxa∈IR+ (A0

− a)FAB (a)

A∗C

=

argmaxa∈IR+ (A0

− a)FAC (a)

and then assuming that Alvin bids the larger of those two random variables. So his
bid is

A∗ = max{A∗B , A∗C }.

Similarly, Bonnie belief about Clyde's bid

∗
∗
},
, CB
max{CA

and

C0

C∗

is that it has the distribution of

where

∗
CA

=

argmaxc∈IR+ (C0

− c)FCA (c)

∗
CB

=

argmaxc∈IR+ (C0

− c)FCB (c)

is Clyde's true value, with distribution

GBC ,

sin e it is unknown to Bonnie.
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Just as before, Bonnie uses her beliefs about what Clyde thinks about Alvin's
non-strategy and her non-strategy to identify
nds the distribution of
Bonnie has

FCA

and

FCB ,

respe tively, and thus

C ∗.

al ulated her distribution for Alvin's bid

A∗

and Clyde's bid

she should pla e the bid

b∗ = argmaxb∈IR+ (b0 − b)IP[max{A∗ , C ∗ } < b].

C ∗.

Now

For example, suppose Bonnie believes that Alvin thinks her value for the rst edition
is Beta(1,1), and that Clyde's value is Beta(2, 1).
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Similarly, she believes that Clyde thinks her value for the rst edition is Beta(4, 1),
and she thinks Clyde thinks Alvin's value is Beta(3,1).

One

an now use the BID algorithm to solve this three-person game. In this

appli ation, of

ourse, we are supporting Bonnie.

A∗ = max{A∗B , A∗C }.
∗
shows the df of A .

Alvin's bid is
the right

The left panel shows the

dfs of

A∗B

and

A∗C ,

and
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∗
∗
}.
, CB
C ∗ = max{CA
∗
shows the df of C .

Clyde's bid is
the right

The left panel shows the

dfs of

∗
CA

and

∗
CB
,

and
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This gure shows the distribution of

18
Under these assumptions about the beliefs of Alvin and Clyde, if Bonnie's true value
for the book is 0.95, then her optimal bid is 0.7523.

Now

onsider the use of the mirror equilibrium solution

on ept when there are three

bidders. This assumes that all bidders are solving the problem in the same way, but
with possibly dierent subje tive distributions over all unknown quantities.

The two-person system extends so that the basi

problem is to solve
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A∗

=

argmaxa∈IR+

(A0 − a)FA∗ (a)

B∗

=

argmaxb∈IR+

(B0 − b)FB∗ (b)

C∗

=

argmaxc∈IR+

(C0 − c)FC∗ (c)

from the perspe tive of ea h of the players, where
the

han e that a bid of

to nd

FI ,

x

FI∗ (x)

(1)

is what bidder

will win. Bonnie does not know

FI∗ ,

but she

whi h is her belief about what ea h opponent thinks is the

given bid is su

essful.

I

thinks is

an use ARA
han e that a

The gure shows the notation that des ribes what Bonnie thinks ea h person believes
about the distributions for ea h of the other bidders' true values. The
Bonnie thinks bidder

GIJK

I

GIJ

believes is distribution of the true value for bidder

is the distribution that Bonnie thinks bidder

value of the book to bidder

I

thinks bidder

J

is what

J,

and

has for the true

K.

Bonnie
GAB
20

GABC
GABA

GACB
GAC

Alvin

Clyde
GACA

Figure 1: A representation of what Bonnie believes about the opinions held by ea h of
the bidders regarding the value of the book to ea h the other bidders.

First, she models Alvin's logi . Bonnie thinks he obtains his distribution for her bid
by solving (1) with
does not know the

Here, his

FA

is the distribution of the maximum of

of the maximum of
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C ∗.

A0 ∼ GABA , B0 ∼ GAB , and C0 ∼ GABC . Sin e he, like
∗
true FI , he must develop his own beliefs about them.

A∗

After numeri al

and

C ∗,

and

FC

B∗

and

C ∗ , FB

Bonnie,

is the distribution

is the distribution of the maximum of

omputation to nd the equilibrium solution, he obtains

B ∗ and
FAB ,

his belief about the distribution of Bonnie's bid.

A0 ∼ GACA ,
obtains FAC , his belief

Next, Alvin

onsiders Clyde. Bonnie thinks he solves (1) with

B0 ∼ GACB ,

and

C0 ∼ GAC .

He pro eeds as before, and

about the distribution of Clyde's bid. From this, Bonnie thinks his distribution for
the probability of winning with a bid of
maximum of

B ∼ FAB

and

C ∼ FAC .

a

is

FA ,

where

FA

is the distribution of the

Bonnie's analysis for Clyde is analogous. To nd Clyde's distribution for Bonnie's bid,
she thinks he solves (1) with

A0 ∼ GCBA , B0 ∼ GCB ,

and

C0 ∼ GCBC

Similarly, to nd Clyde's distribution for Alvin's bid, he uses
and

C0 ∼ GCAC

to obtain

FCA .
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A ∼ FCA

and

A0 ∼ GCA , B0 ∼ GCAB ,

c will
B ∼ FCB .

win is

FC (c),

whi h is the distribution of

Based on this reasoning, Bonnie thinks that Alvin's bid will be

A∗ = argmaxa∈IR+ (A0 − a)FA (a) ∼ FBA ,
where

A0 ∼ GBA .

FCB .

Putting these together, Bonnie thinks that Clyde

thinks the probability that a bid of
the maximum of

to obtain

Bonnie thinks Clyde's bid will be

C ∗ = argmaxc∈IR+ (C0 − c)FC (c) ∼ FBC ,
where

C0 ∼ GBC .

From this, the

the distribution of the maximum of
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known value

b0

b will win is FB (b), where FB is
C ∗ ∼ FBC . Now Bonnie uses her

han e that a bid of

A∗ ∼ FBA

and

and solves

b∗ = argmaxb∈IR+ (b0 − b)FB (b)
to obtain her best bid under the mirror equilibrium solution

on ept.

Lebrun (1999, 2006) shows that an equilibrium solution always exists, and that, under
a mild log

on avity

ondition, the equilibrium is unique.

5. Con lusions

The au tion game illustrates four kinds of thinking: the non-strategi

player, the

Bayes Nash equilibrium seeking player, the mirror equilibrium, and level-k thinking.
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The examples have shown how ea h model

an be analyzed. In prin iple, it is

straightforward to in orporate model un ertainty, by mixing over the bidding
distributions obtained under dierent solutions

on epts.

One of the most ex iting out omes is the novel treatment of many-player games.
Numeri al solution of these requires use of the BID algorithm.

It isn't easy, but neither is standard game theory.

